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HTR Summer Tournament  
HTR Summer 2003 Handicapping Tournament – Final Results and Review 

 

Our summer tournament was named in honor of George Bloomfield, a long-time HTR user who passed 
away so suddenly last year.  George had finished 9th in the Summer 2002 contest and had really enjoyed 
and learned a great deal from participating.  We miss him very much.   
 
Congratulations to Rick Newton from Little Rock, he outlasted and outplayed a very good field of com-
petitive players.  Rick was the only contestant to go over 500 points in the contest.  He wins the grand 
prize of a free ($500) entry in the big Orleans Championship tournament coming up in October along 
with other smaller prizes.  Outstanding effort from the 9-year HTR veteran.   
 
Wes Burquest from Sarasota, FL was a strong second and Barbara Buckley from Novato, CA (she's right 
there every time) places 3rd for prizes as KM is not eligible.  Excellent handicapping from all of the top- 
finishers listed below.  Thanks to all 58 participants for an exciting contest.  Much gratitude to our web-
master Rick Bush for running the contest so smoothly and for getting those standings posted so promptly 
each night.  
 
Fin     Nickname      Name/Location              Plays  Wp%  Points   
  

1       JockeyJoe2    Rick Newton, AR             100   21    512 
2       WesB1         Wes Burquest, FL            100   25    456 
3      *KM            Ken Massa, CA               099   31    447 
4       LeakyEyes     Barbara Buckley, CA         100   46    413 
5       Victor        Victor Roma, NJ             100   35    409 
 

6       fhbjr         Frank Ball, PA              100   27    392 
7     **Paladin1      ????                        100   65    371 
8       C_Martin      Charles Martin, OK          097   26    368 
9       Gumper1       Don Marconi, PA             096   35    363 
10      Paladin2      ????                        100   40    363 
11      Donnie1       Don Nadermann, IA           100   33    357 
 
* Ineligible for prizes 
** Paladin wins the win and place% side contest.  But we have been unable to identify or contact him for his prize!   
 
Final thoughts 
Some feel our contest is too long and has too many plays to enter.  Perhaps they have a point in terms of 
the time and fatigue.  Yet in return for the extra work, it is an event where the luck factor is almost 
entirely diminished in favor of skill, consistency and persistence.  What better qualities are there for a 
horseplayer to develop?  Endurance and patience are not bad attributes for contests players either.  The 
top 2 players paced themselves throughout the 18 days and held on to their final bullets until very late.  
They earned their top finishes. 
 
The constant focus required to stay involved in a long tournament like this serves to strengthen the mind 
and advance the understanding of horse race analysis.  Not to mention it teaches a little self-analysis as 
well.  I applaud each of you that stayed with it and no doubt learned a thing or two from the experience--
you will be ready for the competition when serious money is on the line.   
 
Current HTR subscribers already qualified to the NTRA Championship 2003  
 

• Suzanne / Don Nadermann, IA 
• Henry Damgaard, VA 
• Bob Ramos, IL 
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Betting Strategy / Systems and Angles 
Creating a Lean and Mean Pick-3 Strategy     pg1/2 

 

If you feel disappointed with your pick-3 results - join the club.  Multitudes of horseplayers don't seem 
very excited about playing the pick-3 anymore.  It has become like the daily double, a passive wager, 
certainly taking a backseat to the more exciting pick4 and superfecta.  Most people complain that they 
always get 2/3 winners or the payoff is too small when they do hit, even with a longshot winner.  The 2/3 
problem is statistically normal as we will discover.  The issue of the lousy payoffs and longshot deflation 
we can tackle head-on. 
 
The pick-3 has not really suffered from disappointing payoffs due to handicappers getting smarter.  It is 
more likely that the $1 base unit has allowed and stimulated smaller players to get involved and use more 
horses and higher odds selections.  Most p3 bettors buy their ticket with a $1 units and like to use from 2- 
4 horses in each leg.   Typical is the: 2 x 3 x 4 = $24 wager.   
 
Let's look at the probability of hitting such a ticket based on standard (K) rating percentages.  We'll use 
the top ranked (K) horses to fill in our ticket from top to bottom. 
 
Typically the (K) rankings win at the percentages below.  Obviously there is some variance to this 
depending on race distance/surface/field size/class/age/sex, etc.  But by and large, the percentages remain 
very solid for the (K) in all variety of situations. 
 

K1 = 30% 
K2 = 21%  (51%) 
K3 = 15%  (66%) 
K4 = 12%  (78%) 
 
A ticket with 2x3x4 has probability (51%)x(66%)x(78%) =  26% chance of hitting.   
Below are listed all possible outcomes of this pick3 ticket. 
 
3/3 = 26% 
2/3 = 46% 
1/3 = 24% 
0/3 = 04% 
 
You'll hit 2 out of 3 about half the time (and rarely ever get a shutout) which cries out a lot of woulda-
coulda-shoulda for the players, but is actually perfectly normal from a statistical perspective.     
 
In order to profit from 26% hits with such a p3, you'll need to average a payoff of over $100 as you are 
going to throw away a losing ticket about 3 in every 4 tries.  Unfortunately the average payout with such a 
scheme (K rating with 2x3x4) averages $84 and will result in a long run deficit (ROI about 0.88).  
 
What can we do to net some profit from the pick-3 in a routine mechanical approach?  I'll propose that 
you play multiple lower cost tickets and take advantage of the public's inclination to "shotgun" the pick-3. 
 
First the theory.  The public is very enthusiastic about the $1 minimum ticket as it allows the bettors to 
use the "shotgun" wager and cheaply toss in longshots along with logical contenders.  However, most p3 
players make no distinction between a high probability favorite and a 40/1 shot they use on their ticket.  
The two horses are bet in equal capacity - $1 each - in the p3 sequence.  This popular approach deflates 
and reduces the p3 payout when longshots score as very few players have structured their wager to allow 
for differing probabilities.  Alas, the typical whine: "...the p3 didn't pay squat"  But there must be a recip-
rocal to this when all the chalk come in, producing inflated prices if all the strongest contenders win.  
Hardly anyone gets excited about a $30 payoff when three favored runners get home. Yet the price is 
actually an overlay because the public has underestimated their sequential chances in the broader p3 pool. 
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Betting Strategy / Systems and Angles 
 Pick-3 Strategy     pg2/2 

 

Using the simple 2x2x2 = $8 tickets, and using K1 and K2 for each selection (51% probability of hitting 
each leg), the expectation table looks like this ===> 
 
3/3 = 13% 
2/3 = 38% 
1/3 = 37% 
0/3 = 12% 
 
We have cut our expectation of winning the bet to half of the previous $24 ticket (2x3x4), yet our overall 
cost is 1/3 of the that one.  The average payoff for this $8 strategy is about $58.  To net a profit from the 
$8 ticket we will need an average payoff of well over $60.  While we can save money and increase our 
ROI, the play is still a slight loser if done mechanically (ROI about 0.93), but we're on the right track. 
 
We'll try one final cost-cutting strategy and use K1 in each leg only.  A mere $1 ticket (1x1x1).  Here is 
the table of expectation ===> 
 
3/3 = 03% 
2/3 = 19% 
1/3 = 44% 
0/3 = 34% 
 
The average payoff for hitting 3 consecutive K1's is about $34.  To net a profit we would need a return 
just slightly higher than that, so essentially this is a break even proposition (ROI = 1.00).  Not bad in 
terms of pure math, but not much fun either!  And a win is all too rare for such a small payout. 
 
Can we utilize all the information presented to construct a p3 ticket that offers us a cost effective wager 
that wins regularly along with some chance of hitting a boomer?  Noting that the 2x2x2 ticket will get us 
2/3 winners 38% is very interesting.  We can add a single "LL" ('live longshot' 8/1 or more) to each leg 
but play 3 tickets so that our strategy now looks like this.   
 

3x2x2 = $12 (LL,K1,K2 x K1,K2 x K1,K2) 
2x3x2 = $12 (K1,K2 x LL,K1,K2 x K1,K2) 
2x2x3 = $12 (K1,K2 x K1,K2 x LL,K1,K2) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Total cost  $36 
 

This method cost $36 and includes all the opportunity of the 2x2x2, and will cash it three times if all the 
K1's and K2's come in.  If one of our longshots should win, we may net a much larger payoff.  While it's 
impossible to accurately compute the hit rate or the average payout due to the wide variance of the "LL" 
horses, the ticket takes advantage of the high rate of 2/3 wins probable with the 2x2x2 ticket and gives us 
a 3rd horse in each hole with a shot at a nice price, while still economizing for survival.  What happens if 
we are lucky enough to have two of our longshots win in the sequence?  This method is sore loser in that 
case.  You can construct your own strategy to take advantage of two or even three longshots scoring, but 
the probabilities are very small and the payoff often disappointing anyway.  The key to the pick-3 is the 
same as the pick-6, you need to keep your head above water long enough make it to payday.  
 
Players with large bankrolls do not enjoy the same leverage advantage with the p3 that they do in the 
pick-6.  The total number of combinations is far more finite in the p3 and every combination will be bet 
by multitudes of other bettors due to the $1 minimum.  Playing a ticket with 6x5x8 = $240 for example, is 
a silly gamble and usually an exercise in futility since the average p3 payout is far below that and there 
are no carryovers.  Most affluent horse bettors are more sophisticated and will layer that $240 so that it 
includes multiple combinations of the higher probability outcomes - relatively the same approach as the 3 
tiered method discussed above.   
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Advanced Handicapping with HTR2 
Utilizing the "Live" Column      Discussion / Angles     pg1/6 

 

The "Live" column is found on the new [KM] screen to the far right in HTR2 only.  It has a variety of 
uses in handicapping.  We'll go into several of them after discussing the basics.  The definition of a "live" 
race has two elements that must be fulfilled ===> 
 

1. The horse must have finished in the top half of the field at the wire - no exceptions.  If coming 
from a field of 8, this means finishing 4th or better.   

 
2. The horse must have run within 2 points of the pace rating (PAC) for the race, or within 3 points 

of the race performance rating (PER).   
 
If both rule 1 and 2 are met, it denotes the horse a "live" tally for that one particular race.  The horse's last 
9 lifetime starts, or fewer, if it does not have 9 lifetime efforts, are recorded under the "Live" column.  
Examples:  1/9   3/5   0/1.  The first case is a horse that has run just 1 solid outing in its last 9 starts, not 
reliable.  The second is a runner with only 5 lifetime starts, and has run 3 "live" races during its short 
career, well done.  The last no doubt a maiden that has just one lifetime start (second time starter) and 
apparently did not perform that well in its only try.  Be aware of the lightly raced horses - this is a key 
purpose of the "Live" column to identify them.  Almost every horse age 2 or 3 will improve dramatically 
from its initial couple of starts.    
 
The 1-2 "Live" definition might seem unfair in some cases.  A runner that blitzes early and runs its heart 
out, but finishes 5th in a field 8, will not get the "live" designation for that effort.  One of the problems 
with trying to define "good" or "strong effort" and therefore quantify consistency is that the definition 
must be tight enough so that only a minority of all efforts can be termed a 'live', 'good' or 'strong'.  Even 
though this "live" definition will end up excluding some legitimately honest performances, it does a good 
job of separating performances that were high-quality (but not necessarily in-the-money) and then identi-
fying thoroughbreds that try hard most of the time.  The first such attempt to quantify "good" or "live" 
performance and use it statistically was done by Dr. William Quirin in his 1979 book - Winning at the 
Races.  I suggest you read it for more background on this concept. 
 
The "Live" race column is accented with several symbols that alert us to other possible angles.   
 

• Live(*) indicates the horse ran a "live" effort last outing and was less than 8.5-1 odds.  At low to 
medium odds, these horses were expected by the public to run a contending race.  Depending on the 
layoff and workout situation, this horse may be very sharp. 

 
• Live(+) indicates the horse ran a "live" one last start but was more than 8.5-1 odds.  This is much 

more interesting than the (*) because here the horse beat its odds and ran a strong race despite not 
being embraced by the public.  An unexpected improvement or serious form reversal perhaps.  Many 
of these Live(+) horses are displaying a new "top", others have just returned from layoffs or been 
freshened; some have improved due to physical changes (gelded, blinkers, drugs) and other due to 
surface switches (mud or grass).  We'll discuss all of the possibilities and angles. 

 

FYI: the [PPQ] past-performances screen in HTR2 marks the (*) and (+) in front of the trip note for easy 
identification of the "Live" races in a horse's record.   
 
• (%) symbol indicates the horse is making its first start in a new class grouping.  Either moving from 

Alw/Stk to a claimer for the first time, or entering a maiden claimer after having run in all Msw pre-
viously.  Some of these are serious class drops.  Others are deceptive moves, particularly if shipping 
is involved.  Horses switching from Nw1 Allowances races at LRL or PIM to claiming at SAR or 
BEL are not really taking a class drop and the handicapper needs to check the record and understand 
the competitive levels involved.     
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Advanced Handicapping with HTR2 
Utilizing the "Live" Column      Discussion / Angles     pg2/6 

 

• (&) symbol is used to identify horses that are making a key distance or surface switch.  This one will 
point out horses that are making their first attempt on grass or going a route for the first time.   

 
The Sharp and Improving Horse 
Using the Live(*) or (+) along with the layoff and other information on the [KM} screen you can make an 
educated guess as to whether a horse appears sharp and possibly on an up cycle and ready to fire big again 
today.  Keep in mind the difference between the (*) and the (+) may go beyond the odds.  The (+) desig-
nation is really an alert for the handicapper to investigate further...... 
 

The public does not make many mistakes beyond 8/1 odds.  More than 80% of all thoroughbred winners 
in North America pay under $19 to win.  The Live (+) could have been a mistaken overlay on a horse that 
was really better than it looked and fooled the bettors - but not very often.  Most of the time, the (+) will 
point out a horse that suddenly and unexpectedly ran a big race despite poor looking form or weak con-
nections.  This makes these runners very interesting for today's race.  If you click over to the [FIG] 
screens, you'll often discover the (+) horse ran a "top" (lifetime or cyclical best effort) last outing.  Be 
sure to notice the layoff from the last start.  If the (+) occurred more than a few months ago, it may have 
lost its meaning.  
 
Positive Live(+) factors to look for 
 
• A dramatic turn around at high odds after a short rest (28-70 days) could indicate something new has 

happened to the horse physically.  Gelded males and freshened out of heat females often produce 
turnarounds.  Perhaps a minor injury was healed or surgically repaired (throat or breathing blockages) 
or perhaps new drugs or nutrition have had a major effect.  In rare cases, the Live(+) could be an indi-
cator that illegal drugs or a 'buzzer' was used to "wake up" the horse last time out.  There are hun-
dreds of ways that unscrupulous trainers will try to pep up their horses, including putting hot sauce on 
the tongue-tie or even the genitals, which is not detected in drug tests.  Anything goes on the cheaper 
circuits or with a desperate stable at a major track; the (+) is your wake up call.      

 

• The horse took its first try on grass and ran a big one - dramatic improvement on grass with any horse 
is very positive sign if the horse returns to run on the turf again soon. 

 

• The horse returns quickly (within 24 days) and is stepped up in class.  Top trainers don't bother to 
hide their enthusiasm for a runner showing some new life; they get the horse entered at higher level 
and strike while the iron is hot for bigger purse money or claim tags.  

 

• Horse had been claimed recently.  A dramatic turn around in form after having been claimed is a great 
indicator that the new trainer has figured the horse out - or perhaps that his carrot and apples recipe is 
better than the previous trainer (drugs).  

 

• 2nd time starter.  When you view the Live column and see:  1/1+  it indicates that the horse ran a 
pretty good race as a first time starter at high odds.  Very few first timers with ability are under-bet, 
so the youngster may have taken to competitive racing immediately and is most likely to improve in a 
the next start or two.  This time the odds will certainly be lower though.  

 

•  Become aware of all lightly raced young horses that display the (+) as they are growing and maturing 
quickly.  Improvement over the initial starts is almost certain to continue through age 4.  Don't be 
concerned about a "top" during the 2yr and 3yr campaigns; just as many will move forward from it as 
will regress.  Accept a young horse's best effort to compare with his opponents today.     
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Advanced Handicapping with HTR2 
Utilizing the "Live" Column      Discussion / Angles     pg3/6 

 

Other Live(+) Possibilities 
 

• Major improvement on a wet-track took place.  For older runners, the Live(+) and "top" coming from 
a muddy track is usually often followed by a "bounce" (much weaker effort) if the horse returns to 
dry land.  However, this is not as cut and dried for younger horses.  The unexpected romp in the slop 
could be a sign of major improvement overall.   

 

• Long layoff.  The horse returning from a long layoff of several months or more that shows the 
Live(+) can be very tricky to figure.  If the horse had suddenly turned in a sharp race, why did they 
choose to lay it off so long?  On the other hand, an injury could have occurred that needed correction 
and the horse is fresh and ready to roll again.  Use the workout score (Wk) for help here.   

 

• Drop in class.  If the horse ran its Live(+) after dropping in class, that might be a positive.  But a fur-
ther drop down after the (+) is hard to understand - they may be dumping damaged goods or looking 
for easy money while the horse is fit. 

 
Baseball hitters have to guess "fastball", "curve" or "changeup" coming.  So do horseplayers regarding 
runners that show suspicious patterns of activity or sudden decline and improvement.  Bottom line is the 
mutuel price you will receive for guessing right - make sure it is reasonable.  Since our guess will be 
wrong most of the time, don't accept low odds on suspicious class droppers and layoff types. 
 
Recognizing the "top" 
The "top" is the cyclical or lifetime best figure.  You can spot horses that hit a new "top" last time out in 
the [FIG] screens in HTR2 - there you will see displayed the Cramer speed ratings in graphical orienta-
tion, remembering that lowest is best in 'sheets' parlance.  What does the "top" portend for an older run-
ner, particularly if it came unexpectedly last time (+)?  What about 2yr and 3yr that make a new "top"? 
 
Intense statistical studies by myself and other researchers have NOT proven the existence of the "bounce" 
coming off the "top".  For decades, figure players worried, sweated and wrote doctoral thesis on the 
importance of understanding 'what goes up must come down'.  Certainly horses don't run every race alike 
and one would expect a natural decline after peaking.  However, statistics don't bear out the simple theory 
of hitting the top of the roller coaster and then falling quickly back down.  When "tops" are studied, they 
do not exhibit any clear patterns in the subsequent effort.  Some horses decline sharply, sure, but others 
improve again.  The majority will run a next-out figure that is a couple of points higher or lower than the 
"top", just as all horses do.  There is just no direct rule of thumb.  Perhaps the best point that 'sheet' play-
ers do make about horses hitting their "top" is that the odds will likely plummet next time out.  This is 
certainly true as last-race-speed figures hold an enormous amount of impact on public betting patterns.  If 
the situation is an older horse that corked a new "top" last out and is today being hammered in the 
wagering, it is certainly wise to second guess his chances vs. other logical contenders.   
 
Dealing with "tops" from developing 2yr and 3yr's is an entirely different matter than with horses over 
age 4.  Young horses with less than 8 starts in their lifetime are probably physically sound, growing rap-
idly, learning the skills of racing and becoming fitter and more seasoned with each outing.  Sudden 
improvement or decline is expected as the maturing process moves forward.  Use the pedigree (PED) 
number as a guide to determine which runners will likely make the biggest moves forward in their devel-
opment.  Accept the "top" effort to use in comparing with others in the race.  Click to PL-2 or PL-4 and 
see how contenders match up using the best recent performance.  The age conditions are listed in the 
header for every race displayed in HTR, and many screens include the individual ages of the entrants.  
Always take a moment to consider the age factor with your race analysis.    
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Advanced Handicapping with HTR2 
Utilizing the "Live" Column      Discussion / Angles     pg4/6 

 

Now we'll take a look at the "Live" from the standpoint of consistency.  Each horse is rated based on its 
last 9 starts or less.  An entrant showing  7/9  is certainly, in theory, a much more live commodity to the 
handicapper than one that is  1/9, as the former has run seven competitive races in its last 9 tries whereas 
the latter has only managed one such effort.  No point in conjecture about the viability of this rating, let's 
go ahead and test it.  
 
This table looks at those runners that have at least 9 races lifetime.  I'll use win + place percentages in the 
table to assess how consistent these horses are, but the ROI column was based on Win bets only. 
 
Live Record        Horses           WP%         wROI 
 

    9/9            00873            47%         0.94 
    8/9            04708            41%         0.89 
    7/9            14563            36%         0.85 
    6/9            31503            33%         0.81 
    5/9            54418            30%         0.80 
    4/9            75591            27%         0.78 
    3/9            84272            24%         0.79 
    2/9            74945            21%         0.78 
    1/9            53174            17%         0.75 
    0/9            27033            12%         0.66 

 
Analysis 
A nice correlation from top to bottom in the wp% indicates that the rating has genuine merit among these 
horses with nine or more starts.  Those runners unable to run even a single "live" one in their last nine 
tries are very poor bets - something to keep in mind for longshot players looking for an eliminator.  A 
large number of horses were found with just 1 or 2 "live" efforts in their last nine starts - they are pre-
dictably unreliable, the numbers bear this out - but still about 20% make the exacta, and most are high 
odds.  A further study needs to be done to determine why these inconsistent entrants suddenly wake up 
from time to time.  One possible clue might be the (+) discussed earlier.  If the last start was a surprise 
improvement, will the horse carry on with new life or "bounce" back to his miserable previous record?  
Much depends on the context of that last start, review pages 6-7.  
 
The largest groups in the study were those with 3-4 "live" efforts from their last nine past-performances.  
The wp% is also about average for a random runner (expected normal = 25%) and the ROI is right about 
the track takeout.  You can consider the 3/9 and the 4/9 a neutral designation.  They perform pretty much 
as expected and there is no negative or positive associated.   
 
As the number "live" races increases on the chart, the more reliable the horses will tend to run.  There are 
precious few 9/9 or 8/9 entrants, but when you spot one, expect another solid effort.  One problem with all 
of this is the clustering of similar ratings depending on class.  While the "live" rating does not discrimi-
nate against maidens (they do not have to win to receive credit) it will be clear when handicapping 
maiden claimers that the majority have weak records in the "Live" column.  It might have been more 
beneficial for me to have run this statistics on maiden vs. non-maidens, but then that invites separation 
among Mcl and Msw and track class as well.  The best use of any new handicapping factor is observation 
for awhile.   
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Advanced Handicapping with HTR2 
Utilizing the "Live" Column      Discussion / Angles     pg5/6 

 

Now we'll take the same group of horses with 9 starts or more and filter out those with the (*) or (+) and 
see if there is improvement, particularly among the lower numbers.  The table below are the results with 
(*) or (+) from their last start.  Because of this requirement the 0/9 group is obviously eliminated from the 
chart entirely as they could not be 0/9 if they had run a "live" last time out.  There is no change in the 9/9 
row as they have run "live" every time, including the last start, to achieve the perfect record.   
 
Live Record (*)or(+) Horses         WP%         wROI 
 

9/9 (*)or(+)         00873          47%         0.94 
8/9 (*)or(+)         04390          42%         0.90 
7/9 (*)or(+)         10735          38%         0.88 
6/9 (*)or(+)         19794          35%         0.86 
5/9 (*)or(+)         28031          36%         0.84 
4/9 (*)or(+)         31527          34%         0.82 
3/9 (*)or(+)         26852          33%         0.84 
2/9 (*)or(+)         16527          31%         0.82 
1/9 (*)or(+)         05526          29%         0.79 

 
Analysis 
The key number, WP%, show surprising gains in some cases when the (*) or (+) is attached to the "Live". 
Those in the worst shape, 1/9 and 2/9 horses perform far more effectively when they have run a "live" one 
last time out.  The ROI increased nicely across the board and most notably on the low ends. 
 
Remember - a "live" (*) or (+) runner last time out was not necessarily a winner, or even a horse that fin-
ished in-the-money.  It could, in fact, have been a horse that pressed the pace in a field of 12 and held 
onto 6th place.  That is why the Live(*) or (+) is more meaningful to suggest improvement than using 
easily perceived definitions of "good race last out" (Quirin) that are obvious to the public.  Horses with 
sharp form reversals, solid efforts in their last start and improved speed figures are likely targets for over-
betting.  But those that show more subtle improvement, finish off the board and still receive the (*) or (+) 
are excellent overlay possibilities.   
 
It is handicapping 101 to suggest that a sharp effort in the last will tend to produce an improved effort 
today.  Everyone understands that the game is not that easy and most entrants with a solid last race are 
going to take some action.  But sometimes, due to a poor overall record or an over bet favorite, the price 
may be generous.  While the tables listed above are devoid of context and distinction, the overall ten-
dency should hit you on the head = a horse with a Live(*) or (+) at a price is a potential live longshot key.   
 
Bottom line here is that your confidence level with a longshot play will soar if the (*) or (+) is present.  
Sure you have to do some further investigation and check the layoff in particular.  A 360 day layoff ren-
ders a recent sharp race irrelevant.  Also, prefer some competitive numbers with early or late speed for 
those that are returning within 28 days. If the horse has been freshened (28-78 days), look for changes 
such as blinkers, jockey switch, strong work pattern, rise in class, stretch out, or surface change that 
reveal some confidence on the part of the barn.   

 
The "Live"/9 record is a reasonable measure of confidence in a horse's consistency.  Yet the fat priced 
winners tend to be inconsistent and improve suddenly.  That is the purpose of the entire [KM] screen, to 
facilitate an educated guess as to when any runner is ready to fire his best shot when the public isn't 
looking.  The "Live" column and its associated symbols can help identify some of these horses. 
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Advanced Handicapping with HTR2 
Utilizing the "Live" Column      Discussion / Angles     pg6/6 

 

I'm fascinated by lightly raced horses - especially those with just 1 lifetime prior to today's race - "second 
time starters".  Most of these horses will still be maidens, but a few have broken their maiden first time 
out of the blocks and must move right into winner's claiming or allowance (usually Nw1).  There are sev-
eral interesting things to keep in mind about second timers that very few handicappers consider.  
 
FTS vs. Second Time Starter 
Most players fret and pull their hair out when faced with first-time-starters that might jump up and bite 
them at high odds.  It is very frustrating when an unexpected FTS wins and wrecks your p3, p4 or p6 
ticket.  First timers that run a big race at high odds are usually not predictable though.  If there was visible 
talent or clues from the workouts, the winning FTS bombs would have taken some betting action.  The 
public and "backstretch buzz" make very few mistakes with first-timers.  The vast majority that win pay 
under $10 and are rarely a well kept secret.  My only advice to tagging a smash win with a FTS at over 
10/1 is to use the PED and Wk pattern score.  I did a very detailed study of high odds winning FTS for the 
seminar.  Trainer stats were absolutely meaningless for the longshot winners at first asking.  If the trainer 
has a strong record with FTS or is a high% conditioner, the odds will reflect it.  Nearly every FTS bomb 
had a weak trainer rating, or a trainer with a bad record with first timers. 
 
While we are acutely aware of those pesky FTS we are not usually on the lookout for second-time-starters  
You can spot them instantly in the [KM] screen under the "Live" column as they will have one of the 
following displayed.   
                                0/1 
                                0/1* 
                                0/1+ 
 

Stay alert to these horses and remember that they are as unique as FTS.  Most second time starters are still 
maidens and they have an experience advantage over the FTS.  The initial shock of racing has been dealt 
with and the horse should be less apprehensive going to the gate second time out.  But most important is 
the realization that improvement is almost certain.  Nearly every thoroughbred improves considerably 
from its initial start.  Those that have shown some speed or ran well in the initial start, the (*) or (+) run-
ners, hold a powerful advantage over the competition.  Look for the following positive signs from a sec-
ond time starter.  Forgive a bad first outing and give the horse another look if one or more of these items 
apply ---> 
 

1. Addition of blinkers or lasix. 
2. Positive jock switch to indicate a "go" effort. 
3. Mild layoff, freshening.  If workout pattern is strong, so much the better. 
4. Showed willingness to run early in the first start - and if the horse was contesting a duel, 

that can be a big plus -- "the hotter the fire, the stronger the steel" 
5. Trainer that has a much better record with "2nd time starter" than "First Time Starter".  

Many top trainers are patient with their young stock and do not prep them to win right 
away; preferring to let them gain experience.   

6. Passed several horses in the stretch of the first outing while making up some ground.  
Looking for some indication of willingness. 

7. Strong pedigree number (450+). 
8. Was bet below 5/1 in the first outing.  

 
Those second time starters that have broken maiden in their first outing face a difficult challenge as they 
step up in class and face experienced winners.  Yet, they too will always improve their numbers down the 
road and have already shown they have some spunk by winning first out.  Many handicappers are suspi-
cious of horses that "just broke maiden" and expect them to lose due to facing a greater class challenge 
with tougher opponents along with a faster pace.  I haven't researched that theory with hard evidence, but 
it might make an interesting test result for a future newsletter. 
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Seabiscuit  Movie vs. Book 
 

I will add to the chorus of praise for the Seabiscuit movie.  It is excellent and we can hope it gets a big 
second look when the academy awards nominees are announced.  The horse racing sequences are the best 
ever filmed.  They capture the energy, sheer velocity of motion and the close physical competition that 
makes horse racing the purest of sport.  I can't wait for the DVD, I hear there will be some cool extras.   
 

Jockeys 
The book probed into the darkest corners of jockey life, particularly at a time when money and fame was 
very scarce for riders, but pain, poverty and degrading living conditions were common.  In Laura Hillen-
brand's best-seller she relates alcoholism, untreated injuries and prostitution as facets to a jocks often mis-
erable life.  One thing that stood out for me in the movie was the look of jockey Red Pollard as played by 
outstanding actor Toby Maguire (Spiderman).  Compare Maguire and his boyish smooth face with that of 
real-life jocks Chris McCarron and Gary Stevens who appear in the film.  Both of these real jockeys are 
good looking men, yet their leather skin and the deep stress lines in their faces reveal a hard profession.  
In the book, Hillenbrand writes often of how Pollard looked old and spent beyond his years, a beaten and 
worn out warrior that had pushed himself too far.   
 

The movie meanders a bit in the first 45 minutes trying to lay the groundwork for jockey Pollard, owner 
Charles Howard, and trainer Tom Smith.  If you have read the book first, these crumbled lives are more 
meaningful as they come together toward their remarkable intersection with Seabiscuit, particularly the 
transition that takes place in Charles Howard's life after the tragic death of his son. 
 

The Sport of Thoroughbred Racing 
I'm tired of hearing the pessimistic echo from sportswriters and commentators, who after watching 
Seabiscuit proclaim the movie a triumph, but "it will do nothing to help the real sport of horse racing, 
because...."; and they go on about greed, drugs, gambling and cruelty to animals.  The racing sequences in 
the movie were stunning and riveting and stronger visually than anything ever seen on film.  Most movies 
or television dealing with horseracing either show some grainy footage from Santa Anita 40 years ago or 
a mock and corny staged race where the jockeys are standing up and the horses are galloping at half 
speed.  Seabiscuit has raised the bar for all future drama and depiction of horse races and that is a big plus 
for the industry no matter what the other issues.  Both book and movie depict a beautiful yet demanding 
sport for man and beast.  Those of us that analyze and wager on races appreciate that reality the most.   
 

The movie seems to have steered completely away from the wagering/gambling aspects of horseracing.  
Maybe that was a can of worms that did not need to be opened in a two hour motion picture that is about 
life, love, friendship and spiritual redemption.  The book has more time to go into all aspects of the game.  
It is interesting to remember that despite all the popular sentiment and love for the underdog Seabiscuit; 
he was a 2/1 longshot in the two horse match-race vs. War Admiral (odds 1/5).  Perhaps then, as now, 
chalk-players were betting heavily on the best horse, rather than the on the best price. 
 

There were plenty of fictionalized movie moments that any avid horse racing viewer could smile about.  
Perhaps most notably the chit-chat among the jocks while in the middle of a heated race!  Not likely, 
although we have seem them whip on each other from time to time.  Other little things aren't worth a 
mention.  I read one newspaper account that claimed the use of a gray horse in the movie was phony 
because gray horses didn't arrive in America until the 1950's - big deal.  As a period film though, Seabis-
cuit was realistic with clothes and props and automobiles of the depression era 1930's.  (Tom and Linda 
Walters participated by donning their best 1930's garb as extras in the filming at Keeneland).   
 

My pick for the most interesting character that was also true to the book was that of trainer Tom Smith as 
played by actor Chris Cooper.  The brooding loner and skillful horseman is captured perfectly in the film.  
Cooper may win another Oscar.  I hope Seabiscuit is likewise nominated for Best Picture - it would be a 
longshot to win - but if it does maybe there is redemption for a sport that really does care about its 
history.  
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Late News /Tournament News 
 

No update to the software this month, there will be some additions and changes for October.  
I'm working on expanding the download utility to a more user-friendly resource.  If you have any 
comments or feedback with the current version, please let me hear from you.  Same goes for 
the new HX5 export utility for pp's - haven't heard many comments, maybe it is too much work 
to utilize it all?   I have planned an expansion in any case. 
 
We have quite a few members competing in qualifying tournaments during September.  Fire 
away and we'll report the results on the HTR discussion board as they come in.  If you are 
involved, please let us know what happened. 

 
HTR is a service of – 
 

KM Software 
PMB 315 
5024 Katella Ave 
Los Alamitos, CA  90720 
 

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 
Fax:  714-693-3399 
Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 
Free HTR website (software updates):  www.homebased2.com/km 

 
HTR Monthly Report is an on-line newsletter and is normally completed at the end of each month, then 
placed on the HTR member (download) web site.  This is not a free publication.  Monthly members of 
HTR can view the newsletter for no charge on-line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  If you are not 
an HTR download customer, or prefer a printed version mailed to you, a newsletter subscription is avail-
able for a $79/year.  Comments and suggestions are always welcome. 
 
Products and services from KM Software 
HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo includes the on-line edition of this newsletter. 
HTR Monthly Report newsletter: $79 for a one year subscription mailed 1st class. 
HTR Software FREE, requires download subscription for use. 
 Download the latest copy of HTR software from our web site. 

KM Software has been a licensed business in California since 1993. 


